STRENGTHENING ENTERPRISE COMPETITIVENESS BY SYNCHRONIZING SUPPLY CHAIN
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Abstract. When competition is fierce and many producers try to create a competitive advantage by lowering prices, price wars are very common, but only few survive. Low prices erode producers’ margins and economic viability of the company. Low prices are very short-lived competitive advantage as it can be easily imitated by other competitors. Only producers with big economies of scale and low labour costs can afford very low sales prices. Eastern European producers have neither economies of scale nor low labour costs (comparing to Far East producers). This paper provides theoretical background and practical experience of how three Eastern European textile producers created significant competitive edge, which enabled them to increase their customer base more than three times. Profitability has increased by 4 times, and net-profit by 5 times.
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1. Introduction

In recent years low-cost textile producers from China, India, Vietnam and other Far East countries pushed Europe's manufactures from the market. Attempts to counter this competition by reducing prices were unsuccessful due to significantly smaller production scale and high labour costs. But despite those bad conditions company has a need for growth (Collins 2001) and stability (Collins, Porras 1994). Therefore it is very interesting to analyse experience of those producers from Lithuania and other Eastern European countries, which succeeded in this fierce competition without reducing prices for their goods.

When supply of the products (of some kind) is big, then competition among suppliers becomes tighter. It is not unusual for producers to offer lower prices for their goods to distributors and/or retailers. Although this way of competing may seem easy and attractive from distributors or retailers point of view, but it is dangerous for producers.

First, by reducing sales prices producer reduces added value generated and as a result reduces profitability. Lower profitability reduces return on investment, as well makes future investment in new production equipment and in new product development more difficult. When sales price is lowered to or below Variable Costs, then economic activity of producer becomes meaningless and survival is impossible (Goldratt 1999c).

Second, lower prices as competitive advantage is short-lived – till the moment when competitor reduces the price (Goldratt 1994). And this can lead to price war. In the price war only the consumer wins and all the producers loose. Some of producers even get bankrupt.

In the book ‘Blue Ocean Strategy’ (Kim, Mauborgne 2005), the authors contend that it is not possible, in most cases, to sell more of your existing products in your existing markets. They lay out a process for developing new products for new markets—a highly risky endeavor.

Therefore in fierce competition it is very essential to use several ways in creating decisive competitive advantage (Goldratt 2008c). Dr. E. Goldratt, the creator of Theory of Constraints (TOC), suggested that the way to have a decisive competitive edge is to satisfy a client’s significant need to an extent that no significant competitor can (Goldratt 2008a, 2008b). Building a decisive competitive edge is not easy; building the capabilities to capitalize on it is not less difficult. But, sustaining these two elements is the real challenge.

2. Analysis of client’s significant needs

Before analysing client’s significant needs we need to describe who a client of the Eastern European textile producer is. We can look at final user of the product as a client. If final consumer does not buy the product, then producer will not be able to sell any of its goods. But none of the Eastern European producers sell directly to the final user. All producers sell through intermediaries, such as distributors and retailers (Fig. 1). Therefore we have to look into needs of producers’ immediate client – distributors and retail chains (Goldratt 1999d). In order for producer to ensure sales of its products, producer has to place products on the shelves in retail. Therefore successful producers analysed significant needs of retail chains, and changed their way of operating to satisfy those needs.

![Fig. 1. Typical supply chain of textile products](image-url)
Retail chains make their business reselling goods of the different producers. In order to sell products they have to be available on the shelves, as typical buyer will not wait for garment or other textile product to be delivered in several days. In order to ensure availability, retail chains have to hold big amount of stocks in their shops and regional warehouses or distribution centres. But garments and many other textile products are very sensitive to seasonality and their shelf-life (for how long retailer can expect product to be in demand) is not very long. Typically, season for garments and other textile products is 3–6 months. After that period producers launch ‘New Collections’ to the market and goods from previous collections become obsolete or out-dated, although physically products are good to use. If product is not sold during the season, retailer will have to sell it at discounted price without any profit or even at a loss. As well, main investments of retailers usually are in the inventory of the goods, therefore retailers are always fighting to improve inventory turns.

Therefore any retailer is faced with the dilemma (Fig. 2). On the one hand retailer has to hold big amount of goods in order to ensure availability and sales of the products. But at the same time high levels of inventory reduce retailers available cash, increase costs of warehousing and dramatically increase risk to be left with outdated goods, which will have to be sold without profit.

A research study (Gruen, Corsten 2007) conducted by Thomas W. Gruen, Ph.D., University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, USA and Dr. Daniel Corsten, IE Business School Madrid have found that average level of out-of-stock (OOS) in European retailer is 8.6% and is bigger than in USA or other regions (Fig. 3). As well, logic says that products missing on the shelves are the ones selling, otherwise they still would be in the shops. Retailers are faced with serious amount of lost sales and irritated customers who were not able to find the most popular products in the shop.

In the same paper consumer responses to OOS events were presented and results show that in more than half cases customers do not make purchase in the shop (Fig. 4). Therefore belief that OOS causes lost sales for retailer is true.

Other negative effect of inventory management, i.e. overstock is well known. End-of-the-season sales is a very common practice.

We can conclude that despite the fact that most of retailers’ cash is tied up in inventory, availability is still an issue. So improving inventory turns and improving availability is a client’s significant need.

3. Analysis of the competitors

Textile producers from China, India, Vietnam and other Far East countries, despite advantages of very low labour costs, are located quite remotely from European market.
That way transportation from producers to retailers becomes an issue. Airfreight is quite expensive compared to cost of the products. Most common way of transportation is by sea. Transporting goods from Far East to Europe by sea usually takes from 5 to 7 weeks.

As it was mentioned above, textile products are very dependable on the season, therefore it is necessary to have products in the shops before the start of the season. And most of the time all quantities for the whole season have to be ordered in advance, because with long replenishment time (5–7 weeks) and short duration of the season (typically 3 months) it is impossible to replenish within the season.

Long transportation and replenishment times and short season force retailers to order all merchandise much in advance before the season. Retailers have to make sales forecasts for each item they are planning to hold in stock. Although their general forecast is satisfactory, but forecast on each item is nothing more than educated guess.

Just before the start of the season retailer has almost 100% availability. But when the season starts with real sales, only then retailer gets real data on the sales and customers preferences. Products for which forecasts were too pessimistic are sold out much faster and retailer faces Out-Of-Stock with all negative ramifications discussed in an earlier chapter. But if the forecasts for some other products were too optimistic, so retailer is holding too much of that merchandise.

One of the core reasons for retailers problems is long replenishment lead time. Long transportation time makes replenishing of goods within the season almost impossible, therefore forcing retailers to depend on forecasts which cannot be accurate on product level.

4. Building a decisive competitive edge

As discussed in previous chapters, textile producers’ clients (retailers) have very significant need to improve their inventory turns improving availability at the same time. As well, we found out that one of the core reasons for low inventory turns and bad availability is long transportation time. But long transportation time is necessary only for Far East producers. Eastern European producers are located very close to European retailers, therefore transportation time can be reduced drastically. It should be stressed out, that short transportation time is not the only factor influencing long replenishment time.

Let us look into replenishment time. Why replenishment time is so important. Replenishment time is the key factor in deciding on safe level of stocks to be hold in point of sale. Point of sale should order amount, which equals to maximum forecasted sales within replenishment period. Possible variation of replenishment should be taken into account. Replenishment time is period sales of 1 piece of product and the moment new replacing item is received.

Therefore replenishment time consists of:
- order lead time (from sale to making an order for replenishment);
- production lead time;
- transportation lead time.

Local producers have an advantage of short transportation time, but it is not enough in order to provide excellent service to the clients, i.e. helping retailers to increase inventory turns and improve availability at the same time.

Production lead time can be very significant, so local producers have to shorten production lead times as well. There is a very common practice in production to produce in very big batches. This makes order lead time and production lead times be substantial (Goldratt, Fox 1986).

Authors of this paper have worked with three textile producers: carpet producer from Moldova, home textile producer from Lithuania and women’s apparel producer from Ukraine. With the advice and active participation of the authors those companies improved their production by implementing Theory of Constraint (Goldratt 1990) and LEAN manufacturing methodologies. That enabled those companies to produce in small batches and very fast without increasing their production costs (Ohno 1988). Implementation of Simplified Drum-Buffer-Rope (Goldratt, Cox 2003) and Dynamic Buffer Management enabled producers to hold in their warehouses relatively low level of stocks, but ensuring 99.5% of availability.

The first step, producers switched from a mode of operation of producing to stock into the mode of producing to availability (Goldratt 2009b) (produce only to the inventory targets that ensure availability):
- Per SKU, the target level of inventory that ensures high availability were set. Target level equals to the amount expected to be consumed within the replenishment time factored for variability in demand and supply.
- The replenishment time to the plant warehouse is equal to the production lead time.
- In conventionally run plants the eagerness to reach full activation of resources populates the shop floor with too many orders. The resulting traffic jams inflate the production lead time and mask capacity (Goldratt, Goldratt, R 2003b). In cases where the touch time is a very small fraction (<10%) of the lead time, vast experience shows (except for environments which

\[1\] S-DBR or Simplified Drum-Buffer-Rope – The process of managing operations based upon a shipping buffer, a market drum and secondary attention to any capacity constrained resources. Usage: S-DBR can be used in a production system when the market is the constraint. It only uses one type of buffer, namely, the shipping buffer (Sullivan et al. 2007).

\[2\] DBM or Dynamic Buffer Management – The algorithms for recommending changing the target levels which are based on certain behaviour patterns of the finished-goods stock (Sullivan et al. 2007).
are dominated by heavily dependent set-up matrixes) that abolishing the mentality of striving for high local efficiencies, reduces the lead time (to be less than 50% of the historical lead-times) and exposes ample excess capacity (~50%) (Goldratt 1999a).

Touch time of most textile products is counted in minutes, therefore producers were able to shorten their production lead times. Employing Lean techniques (Womack, Jones 2003) enhanced with TOC by E. Goldratt, companies reduced their lead times more than twice (Goldratt 2009a).

After ensuring that producers always have in their warehouses enough inventory to satisfy immediately any reasonable demand, next step of supply chain synchronization can be taken – synchronizing supply to shops according to actual demand.

The fact, that producers have all the merchandize available in factory warehouse makes one part of replenishment time to shops (production lead time) equal to zero. As mentioned before, another part of the replenishment time is order lead time, i.e. time period from selling the item to ordering its replenishment. It is very important to shorten this part as well.

It is quite a common practice in retail to order replenishment of textile products once a month and after that not to replenish at all, because typical replenishment time (from Far East) is too long. But with local producers holding finished goods inventory in factory warehouse (or in Regional Warehouse) it becomes possible to replenish very fast (Goldratt, E. M.; Goldratt, R. 2003a, 2003c; Goldratt 1999b). However, shortening order lead time required changes from retailers as well. They had to change their ordering practice. It took some time to convince retailers to provide producers with daily sales instead of purchase orders once in a while (Fig. 5). But this change was a clear win for retailer as it enabled significant increase in inventory turns and improvement in product availability (Goldratt et al. 2000).

As any retailers have very limited storage and display space, therefore reduction in inventory levels made expansion of assortment possible which added to an increase in sales. As a result, sales of that product group increased from 15% to 30%, and in some cases even by 50%, while average inventory level for those products decreased 2–2.5 times.

5. Results

Results achieved were very significant. As sales and profit information on specific markets is very sensitive, therefore some absolute numbers of some companies will not be disclosed.

Results of Moldavian producer’s sales in Export Market (EU country) are presented in Fig. 6. Supply chain synchronization project started in June 2006. Although this market was not new for the producer, but previous years were not very successful.

![Fig. 6. Sales year-to-year in Export Market](image1)

Results of Lithuanian home textile producer’s sales in Export Market (EU countries) are presented in Figs. 8, 9 and 10. Progress is shown from the first month of Supply chain synchronization project.

![Fig. 7. Monthly sales and profit in Export Market](image2)
6. Conclusions

1. Competing with textile producers from Far East by lowering the prices is a very dangerous path for Eastern European textile producers as it reduces profitability and economic viability of the company. And price as competitive edge is very short-lived and easily copied by competitors.

2. Much better way for creating competitive edge is by satisfying client’s significant need to an extent that no other significant competitor can.

3. By capitalizing on geographical proximity to the retailers, and on ability to produce in small batches, Eastern European textile producers can synchronize supply chain in order to ensure availability of merchandise on the shelves in retail and reduce amount of slow movers in stock of retailers.

4. By advice and with the direct participation of the authors of this paper, three producers of textile products from Lithuania, Moldova and Ukraine implemented supply chain synchronization according to Theory of Constraints and LEAN manufacturing principles.

5. All those producers within a period of 12–18 months created significant competitive edge and experienced increase in customer base more than 3 times. Their sales in target markets increased more than 4 times with profitability jumping above 5 times.

6. All the implementation did not require significant investment, therefore producers experienced significant increase in net profit by 50% to 120%.
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